The Escherichia coli adenylyl cyclase complex: requirement of PTS proteins for stimulation by nucleotides.
GTP, as well as other nucleoside triphosphates, stimulates the activity of Escherichia coli adenylyl cyclase in permeable cells; the stimulatory effect is lost when the cells are disrupted by passage through a French pressure cell. These data suggested that the allosteric regulation by GTP of adenylyl cyclase activity requires an interaction of the enzyme with other protein factors. Strains deleted for genes encoding proteins of the phosphoenolpyruvate:sugar phosphotransferase system (PTS) failed to show an activity stimulation by GTP. With a view to localizing the site of interaction of GTP with the adenylyl cyclase complex, a variety of studies using purified PTS proteins were performed using the photoaffinity labeling reagent, 8-azidoGTP. These studies showed that 8-azidoGTP bound specifically to HPr. A species specificity study showed that the photoaffinity reagent labeled E. coli HPr but not HPr proteins from Mycoplasma capricolum or Bacillus subtilis. A variety of site-directed mutations of E. coli HPr were evaluated for interaction with GTP by photoaffinity labeling as well as by nuclear magnetic resonance; the results of these studies indicate that the lysine residues at positions 24 and 27, serine-46, the threonine at position 36, and the aspartate at position 69 are important for the binding of GTP to HPr. Molecular modeling has been used to formulate a model for the binding of GTP to HPr involving electrostatic interaction of the phosphate groups of the nucleotide with the side chains of lysine residues 27 and 45 and serine-43, interaction of the sugar with serine-46, and interaction of the base with lysine-24. From these data, it is hypothesized that the binding of GTP to HPr is required for the GTP-dependent stimulation of the activity of the adenylyl cyclase complex.